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WHAT WAS IN THE TREATY OF MAASTRICHT?

CHAPTER

Seven important agreements were set down:

❶ The European Union was founded
The twelve countries will cooperate with one another
even more closely as part of the European Union.

THE TREATY OF
MAASTRICHT

❷ All countries want to use the same currency

By the way...

Would you like to know more
about money and the euro?
Turn to Chapter 3!

A new mission for Europe!

The countries will be using only one currency from now on:
the euro. That meant an end to Dutch guilders, German
marks, Italian lira, Spanish pesetas and so on. They also
decided to found a single bank to be in charge of the euro:
the European Central Bank.

❸ They made rules for the euro
Countries who want to be part of the EU and use the euro
have to abide by certain rules. Their national debt can’t be
higher than a certain amount. They also need to keep their
inflation down. That means that prices can’t rise too much.

WHAT?

❹ They want to do even more together

The Treaty of Maastricht

By the way

WHERE?

Do you agree that the European
Union should have its own army? Read
chapter 5 and tell us what you think!

In Maastricht, of course!

WHO?

The heads of state or government of the countries
in the European Union: Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Greece, Italy, Ireland, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom.

WHEN?

The twelve countries made agreements with one
another and set them down in a treaty on 9 and 10
December 1991. It was ratified and signed by their
heads of state or government on 7 February 1992. When
a treaty or other agreement is ratified it means that
is has officially been approved. The signing ceremony
took only 17 minutes!

The United Kingdom is also
called Great Britain and is made
up out of England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland.

THE UNITED
KINGDOM

Fun fact about a
european country!
You will find the highest
toilet in Europe on
the highest mountain in
France: the Mont Blanc!

Interesting to know
Denmark and the United Kingdom
were the only countries that
didn’t want the euro. They kept
their crowns and pounds.

Before 1991, many European countries were already
cooperating with one another in economics and
finance. In Maastricht, they decided to join forces
in even more areas. In order to better fight crime
and combat terrorism, they set up a European law
enforcement agency called Europol, for example.
They also made agreements to help refugees end up
in a good place. And they talked about setting up a single
European Army, but that never happened.

❺ Residents of the EU become EU citizens
People from the countries that signed the Treaty of Maastricht
become citizens of the EU. This means that they are free to
travel and live in all countries of the European Union. Thanks to
this treaty, you can go on holiday to an EU country like Greece,
Denmark or Latvia – or study or work there – without any fuss!

❻ European citizens have more influence
People from EU countries elect a European Parliament, just like
the people in your own country elect their parliament. Thanks to
the Treaty of Maastricht, this parliament is given a greater say
about what happens in Europe. As a result, European citizens have
more influence in Europe. There is also someone they can turn to
complain about something in relation to the EU: the European
ombudsman. This agency investigates complaints submitted by
European citizens.

❼ The EU interferes only when absolutely necessary
The EU countries have decided that the EU can only interfere in
things that the individual countries can’t deal with on their own.
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By the way...

Do you want to know more
about countries that want
to be in the EU? Turn to
Chapter 4!

Ready, set, go!

Tip:

Have you become an expert on Europe? How many
buildings, people and flags can you link to the right
country? Draw a line to connect them.

You can always
look up the answer in
an atlas or on the
internet. Or
ask someone to
help you.

76% OF THIS
COUNTRY IS A
NATURE RESERVE
Marie Curie

THESE THREE
COUNTRIES WERE
NEUTRAL DURING THE
FIRST AND SECOND
WORLD WARS

Hint:
this is a
BENELUX
country

Venice
Draw the ﬂag
of this country

MAS Museum

Queen Elizabeth

Dubrovnik

THIS IS WHERE THE
TREATY OF VERSAILLES
WAS SIGNED

THIS IS WHERE THE
CHERNOBYL NUCLEAR
DISASTER OCCURRED

Draw the most famous bridge in the UK

Rijksmuseum

Hagia Sophia

Helsinki Cathedral

Amália Rodrigues

Draw an Italian product

Draw the ﬂag
of this country

Trinity College

Brandenburger Tor

Sissi’s Palace
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Fun fact about a
European country!

EUROPE AFTER MAASTRICHT
The Treaty of Maastricht still has a big impact
on us. It determines how countries in the EU treat
one another. But there are still some problems
that remain unsolved after the ratification of
the treaty.

MORE POWER?

One of the things the EU countries could not decide on
was how much power the EU should have. Should Europe
have a bigger say in what goes on in all EU countries?
Or not? What will happen to the EU if more countries
want to join? And what sort of role should the EU play
in the rest of the world?

Finland is called
‘the country of a
thousand lakes’.
There are 188
thousand lakes in
this country!

Interesting to know
The Treaty of
Maastricht was awarded
the European Heritage
Label in 2018. The
European Heritage
Label is awarded to
buildings, documents,
museums, archives,
monuments or events
which are seen as
milestones in the
creation of today’s
Europe.

Interesting to know
The EU was awarded the
Nobel Prize for Peace
in 2012. In the past,
everyone in Europe
was fighting one
another, but today
EUROPEANS take pride
in being at peace.

CRISES

It is still not easy for the EU to find the answers to these
questions. Difficult decisions had to be made in the
economic crisis of 2008, and the COVID crisis in 2019.
It’s not easy for 27 countries to all get along with each
other! If you and 26 of your classmates have to decide
something, do you all agree right away?

THE CHAIRMAN
DECIDES

EVEN MORE AGREEMENTS

The EU countries sometimes need to make new rules and
agreements when a new problem comes up. The Treaty
of Maastricht is not the only treaty ever signed in Europe.
In 1997 the Treaty of Amsterdam was signed to make it
even easier for people to travel all over the European
Union. And the Treaty of Nice was signed in 2001 so
that decisions could be made even faster in the rapidly
growing EU.

Tip:
Don’t recognise
a certain flag?
Look for it on the
internet!

FINISH THE FLAGS
Peace Palace

These are the flags of all the countries who signed the
Treaty of Maastricht. Can you fill in the missing parts?
And can you link them to the right country?

Interesting to know
48 places in Europe have the
European Heritage Label. The
peace palace in the Netherlands,
the abbey of Cluny in France
and the centre of old Athens in
Greece are all on the list.
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What made the EU
countries decide to choose
Maastricht for their treaty?
Every country in the EEC
(the European Economic
Community) took turns
being chairman. The
Netherlands just happened
to be the chairman in the
second half of 1991. The
Dutch government chose
Maastricht because it had
an airport. Easy to travel to!
The city also had enough
buildings to house all the
journalists coming from
all corners of the world
to report on this historic
moment.

THERE’S MORE?

Fun fact about a
European country!

The Council of the European Union

Do you like castles? Then you
should visit the Czech Republic!
There are more CASTLES here than
in any other European country.
It has 932 castles!

You may not believe it, but there are even more
organisations in the EU:

HOW DOES THE EUROPEAN UNION WORK?

Every EU member state sends its ministers to this council.
They take important decisions here, often together with the
European Parliament.

There are 27 countries in the European Union.
They are officially called ‘member states’. They
make a lot of decisions together. Agriculture, the
environment, immigration and trade are some of
the issues they talk about.

The European Central Bank
This bank keeps an eye on the euro and the other European banks.
It is the only bank that is allowed to print euro banknotes!

The European Court of Auditors
The European Court of Auditors makes sure the EU is spending
its money in the right way.

THAT CAN BE QUITE DIFFICULT!

Making agreements in the EU
is very complicated, because so
many countries have a say in all
of these decisions. Trade and the
environment are the easiest areas
to collaborate on. Some issues
are more difficult, like a European
army. What would be better: a
single European army, or having
every country keep their own
soldiers? Many member states
want to decide this for themselves.

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
The European Union has its own
parliament, just like all European
countries. This one is a lot bigger,
though. It has 705 seats! The
member states hold elections
once every five years for this
parliament. The number of seats
allocated to each country is
proportional to its residents.

The Court of Justice of the European Union
This court makes sure that the member states obey the rules. It also
resolves conflicts among them.

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION
Every member state elects one
European Commissioner. These
27 commissioners are like
ministers. They are all in charge
of their own portfolio, such as
agriculture, the economy or the
environment, and have a seat in
the European Commission. They
form the day-to-day government
of the European Union.

Can you find your
way from Brussels
to Strasbourg
through this
maze?

Brussels

THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL

And if that isn’t enough, there is also the European Council. Its members are
the heads of state and government of the 27 EU member states, like the
Lithuanian president, the German chancellor or the Finish prime minster.
They discuss important matters like the expansion of the EU. When they
have a meeting, we call this a ‘European summit’.

Interesting to know
Interesting to know
People often say
‘Brussels’ when they talk
about Europe. This is the
capital of Belgium, and
also a sort of capital of
the European Union. Many
people who work for the
European Union live in
Brussels.

strasbourg

Not only does the
European Union have
a flag of its own,
it also has its own
anthem: the ‘Ode to
Joy’ by Ludwig van
Beethoven.
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Interesting to know
The members of the European
Parliament have to travel
between Strasbourg in
France and Brussels in
Belgium for their meetings.
Although this was decided a
long time ago, it is very
inconvenient. Not only that:
it’s very expensive. It
costs more than 100 million
euros a year!

A MESSAGE FROM EUROPE!

WHAT LANGUAGE DO THEY SPEAK IN GERMANY? In Germany

they speak German. To some foreigners, German and
Dutch sound the same. They say ‘hallo’, just like we
do. The word for child is also the same: Kind. Another
similar word is ‘kaputt’, which is ‘kapot’ in Dutch.

I AM: Felix Laslo

HAS GERMANY’S PAST HAD A BIG IMPACT ON YOUR FAMILY?

AGE: 12 years old
THIS IS MY COUNTRY: Germany
THE CLIMATE IN MY COUNTRY:: Germany is a big country, so the

climate is not the same everywhere. I live in the mountains.
Here, you can bask in the sun in summer and go skiing in
winter. Only a small part of Germany borders the sea, but
this is where I like to spend my holidays.

The Berlin Wall

MY FAVOURITE FOOD:: My favourite food is Flammkuchen. It’s
recipe

flammkuchen
Ingredients
100 g flour
2 g yeast
80 ml lukewarm water
2 tablespoons crème fraîche
Olive oil
Salt and pepper
Lots of vegetables, like
red onion, sweet peppers,
mushrooms and aubergines
(My parents also put bacon
bits on their Flammkuchen)
Method
Make the dough by kneading
together the flour, yeast, water,
one tablespoon of olive oil and
some salt. Roll it into a nice
ball. Put it in a bowl, cover it
and set it aside to rise for an
hour.
Roll out the dough and spread
it with the crème fraîche. Next,
top it with veggies (and bacon
bits, if you want). Bake it in a
preheated oven (220 degrees)
for 15 minutes. Guten appetit!

WHAT WAS LIFE LIKE FOR YOUR GRANDPARENTS
IN EAST BERLIN? My grandmother told

like pizza, only thinner. I put lots of vegetables on it because
I don’t eat meat. You could try making it at home!

me she had to wait a lot. There were big
queues in front of the bakery. And the
hairdresser. Shopping meant waiting.
There were huge queues everywhere.
And when you finally made it inside the
grocery shop, there was hardly anything
on the shelves. There was only one type
of everything, so you couldn’t choose from
different brands of chocolate, flour or
shampoo. Fruit and vegetables were also
scarce.

A TYPICAL DAY IN MY LIFE: I have to get up early on school days.
The school bus picks me up at 7 in the morning, and my first
lessons start at 7:30. What’s nice about starting early is that
we get out early too. We go home at 1 o’clock. What I don’t
like is all the homework we get. We have to spend about an
hour and a half doing homework every day. This starts in our
third year of school. Next year I will go to secondary school.
In some places in Germany you start secondary school
two years earlier, and there are many different types of
secondary schools.

A FAMOUS PERSON FROM MY COUNTY: Angela Merkel.

Ms Merkel has been ‘the boss’ in Germany for
many years. Many people think she did a
great job.

WHAT IS GERMANY FAMOUS FOR? I think it’s
really stupid that when you ask people
about Germany, the first things they
think of are the Second World War and
Hitler. Not everyone in Germany wanted
this war, and the German people also had
a difficult time. I would be happier if they
thought about our wonderful Christmas markets,
or Fantasialand, or our beautiful nature.

Yes. When the Second World War was over, Berlin was
divided into East and West Berlin. The East, which is
where my grandparents lived, was given to the Soviet
Union. That’s what Russia was called then. Life for
the people in East Germany was very hard and many
wanted to flee to the West. So they built a big wall to
keep them in: the Berlin Wall. My grandparents were
trapped in East Berlin. Fleeing was really dangerous. Most people who
tried were killed, so my grandparents simply made the best of it.
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WERE YOUR PARENTS BORN IN EAST BERLIN? My father doesn’t come from
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East Berlin, but my mother does. She also went to school there. That’s
very different from how it is here today. Children were the same class
from when they were small until they were 16. They went to school six
days a week. At school, they were taught that it was important to work
for your country and to fight for it. Math problems were often about
tanks and soldiers. And their language books were often about war.
Boys were taught to use weapons in school. Fortunately, they were
allowed to do sports, but they weren’t allowed to choose which type of
sport. Your teachers chose the sport that they thought was best suited
to your body. My mother thinks freedom is very important because she
was not allowed to choose so many things by herself when she was
young.

HOW CAN YOU TELL THAT GERMANY IS PART OF THE EUROPEAN UNION?

I go to a special boarding school in Austria in winter because I’m good
at skiing and ski jumping. If Germany and Austria were not both in the
European Union, I would not have had this opportunity. My Austrian
school is very nice, but I do miss my parents!
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